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Abstract—Listening to the audio of TV broadcast signals can
be challenging for hearing-impaired as well as normal-hearing
listeners, especially when background sounds are prominent or
too loud compared to the speech signal. This can result in a
reduced satisfaction and increased listening effort of the listeners.
Since the broadcast sound is usually premixed, we perform
a subjective evaluation for quantifying the potential of speech
enhancement systems based on audio source separation and
recurrent neural networks (RNN). Recently, RNNs have shown
promising results in the context of sound source separation and
real-time signal processing. In this paper, we separate the speech
from the background signals and remix the separated sounds at
a higher signal-to-noise ratio. This differs from classic speech
enhancement, where usually only the extracted speech signal
is exploited. The subjective evaluation with 20 normal-hearing
subjects on real TV-broadcast material shows that our proposed
enhancement system is able to reduce the listening effort by
around 2 points on a 13-point listening effort rating scale and
increases the perceived sound quality compared to the original
mixture.
Index Terms—Speech enhancement, listening effort, deep
learning, real-time source separation, LSTM, broadcast signals

I. I NTRODUCTION
HE effort of listening to TV broadcast dialogues depends on many factors: recording, editing, mixing and
dependencies in the transmission chain. But it also depends
on individual hearing characteristics, specific TV devices and
the acoustic conditions in the viewer’s living room. Despite
various recommendations, the presentation quality is often
perceived as suboptimal. The reactions of the audience reflect a
wide range of individual hearing impressions and preferences.
It is therefore extremely challenging for sound engineers,
editors, and broadcast engineers to adequately consider the
specific requirements of all users (in terms of achieving a
low listening effort or a high perceived speech quality) for
production and especially for mixing. From the perspective
of the audience, it is therefore desirable to be able to adjust
mixing parameters for matching individual preferences and to
optionally remix the audio stream with the aim of improving
intelligibility and reducing listening effort.
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One solution to this problem is a separate broadcast of
speech and background signals (e.g., by means of object-based
audio codecs [1]), which is an emerging technology that is
currently not widely used and not applicable for media that
have been recorded using a single audio stream. An alternative
solution for conventional, mixed signals is the use of blind
source separation algorithms, which could be applied before
the separated signal parts can be remixed again at a higher
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), which is the approach explored
in this paper.
One approach for such a separation is non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF), which estimates a speech basis matrix
and a noise (or background) matrix to decompose the signal.
NMF was successfully extended to include convolutive speech
bases [2], spareness criteria [3], and properties of Markov
models [4]. The Flexible Audio Source Separation Toolbox
(FASST) [5], [6] is an open-source implementation of NMF
combined with generalized expectation-maximization (GEM).
In general, NMF approaches can utilize additional information
(such as the output of a speech/non-speech classifier) to create
a better estimation of the speech and noise components; hence,
its performance can depend on the quality of this additional
information.
Recently, source separation based on deep learning has
gained a lot of attention [7]–[9], with a strong focus on speech
separation [10]–[15]. The concepts of speaker separation can
also be used as universal audio sound source separation
for separating speech from non-speech signals [16]. These
concepts are often based on neural networks and follow a
similar scheme: first, the time signal is transformed to a
feature representation, which is often calculated with a ShortTime Fourier Transformation (STFT) [12]–[14], [17]. Other
approaches use a learned feature representation [15], [18]–
[20]. The network predicts a mask that is applied to this feature
representation for estimating source representations. In the
final step, the estimated representations are transformed back
to the time domain. Several recent studies employed recurrent
neural networks (RNN) with multiple consecutive layers of
uni- or bidirectional recurrent units [14], [15], [21] such as
Long Short Term Memory Networks (LSTM) [22] or Gated
Recurrent Units [23]. RNNs were shown to produce good
performance for modeling temporal dependencies in audio and
speech signals. Other approaches such as Conv-TasNet [18] or
FurcaNext [19] use temporal convolutional neural networks
(TCN).
When looking at real-time applications such as processing
of broadcast signals, unidirectional RNNs are often a good
choice [15], [24], [25], because they are capable of causal
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block-wise processing of an audio stream. For calculating the
current output, only the states of the previous time step are required to access past information. Convolutional architectures
such as Conv-TasNet are also able to process data in a causal
way, but require a number of intermediate buffers in a realtime setup to access the past context for each frame, which
results in a higher memory footprint and a more complex
implementation.
In many applications, speech enhancement aims to completely remove the ambient part, but for broadcast signals
such as news, TV shows or movies this is not desirable,
since the atmospheric sounds convey a lot of information and
emotion and, as such, represent an important component of
audio design and engineering. To reach the goal of providing
easier speech perception while preserving the desired sound
atmosphere as much as possible, separated source signals can
be remixed at a higher SNR relative to the original mix. In the
context of broadcast data, the aim of remixing hence differs
from approaches used in related work where the mixture was
added to the enhanced signal based on a criterion utilizing
the kurtosis ratio to reduce musical noise and so enhance the
perceptual quality [26], [27].
The goal of this paper is to evaluate methods for reducing the listening effort and increasing perceived speech
quality of TV broadcast signals through source separation
and subsequent remixing. To this end, listening experiments
with 20 normal-hearing listeners are conducted, using separated/remixed signals as well as the original broadcast signals.
Separation is performed with an NMF-based approach as
reference (using the FASST toolbox mentioned above). FASST
was chosen because, at the time when the study was set up, this
publicly available toolbox was well maintained, established
and widely used [28]–[31]. The second separation system in
the comparison is an unidirectional RNN using consecutive
LSTM layers with an STFT feature transform, similar to
the causal network architecture utilized in [14], which meets
the requirement of processing audio streams (in contrast to
offline processing of prerecorded audio). Apart from online
processing, a further requirement for applicability to broadcast
stimuli was that full-bandwidth stimuli (44.1 kHz or 48 kHz)
in stereo format could be processed. However, for practical
reasons (i.e., a lack of a sufficiently large amount of training
data at the native sampling rate of broadcast material with
multiple channels), the RNN separation system utilized for this
study works at 16 kHz sampling rate single channel. To make
the RNN approach applicable to full-band stereo stimuli, a
simple high-frequency extension was applied and each channel
was processed separately (see below for details).
In the evaluation of our proposed method, we focus on the
perceived listening effort and speech quality rather than on
speech intelligibility (typically measured as the percentage of
correctly recognized words), since the speech intelligibility
of (unprocessed) TV broadcast audio is very often at or
near 100%, so that signal improvements would hardly be
measurable. Listening effort (subjectively rated on an effort
rating scale, see below) and the perceived speech quality, on
the other hand, can still differentiate between conditions where
the intelligibility is already saturating (e.g., [32]).

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: First
(section II), the enhancement system under test including the
separation model and its training are introduced, followed
by the the description of the baseline system, the remixing
and the high-frequency extension processes. In section III, the
experimental procedure is described followed by the results
(section IV) reported in terms of speech-quality, overall quality
and the listening effort of the remixed signal. The paper
is concluded with a discussion (section V) of the results
including future steps and a conclusion (section VI).
II. S OURCE S EPARATION AND R EMIXING
A. Source Separation Based on Time-Frequency Masking
The mixture of different sources is a linear combination
of their corresponding time signals. The mixture y[n] can be
described as
S
X
y[n] =
xs [n]
(1)
s=1

where xs [n] are the single-channel signals of source 1 to S.
This mixture can be rewritten with the help of the STFT in
the time-frequency domain as
Y (t, f ) =

N
−1
X

y[n + tL]w[n]e

−i2πnf
N

,

(2)

n=0

where t is the frame index and f is the frequency index. w[n]
is the analysis window of length N, and L is the frame shift.
Assuming a sampling frequency fs in Hz, the frequency index
f
corresponds to a frequency of N
·fs . In this study, we estimate
the source STFT of xs [n] with the approach of time-frequency
masking:
X̂s (t, f ) = Ms (t, f ) · Y (t, f ).
(3)
X̂s (t, f ) denotes the time-frequency representation of the
estimated source signal x̂s (n). Ms (t, f ) is a multiplicative
time-frequency mask to extract the source signal. For reconstruction, the mask is multiplied with the magnitude of the
mixture, and the phase of the mixture is used. Consequently,
Eq. (3) can be changed to
X̂s (t, f ) = Ms (t, f ) · |Y (t, f )| · ejφy ,

(4)

where φy is the phase of Y (t, f ). The time-frequency representation of the signal must be transformed back into the
time domain. The first step is an inverse Discrete Fourier
Transformation (iDFT)
x̂s,t [n] =

N −1
j2πnf
1 X
X̂s (t, f ) · e N ,
N

(5)

f =0

where x̂s,t are the time-domain frames which can be processed
with an overlap-add procedure
x̂s [n] =

T
−1
X

v[n − tL]x̂s,t [n − tL].

(6)

t=0

This results in the estimated time signal x̂s . v[n] corresponds
to the synthesis window.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the proposed enhancement system. First, the time-signal is processed by an STFT to transform the input signal to the time-frequency
domain. The magnitude is fed to the separation network, which predicts a time-frequency mask for speech and noise components. The masks are multiplied
with the magnitude of the input mixture to create estimations of the speech and noise signal. These signals are remixed with a reduced level of the noise
component and in the last step transformed back to the time domain.

B. Network Architecture and Training Procedure
The network architecture used in this paper is inspired by
the model architecture used in [14]. The separation network
has three LSTM layers with 600 units each, followed by a
fully connected layer of size 514 and a subsequent sigmoid
activation for predicting two bound time-frequency masks, one
for speech and one for noise. The proposed network has around
8M parameters. LSTMs were chosen to ensure causality and
enable a frame-wise audio stream processing. This behavior is
important to use the approach in real-time applications. Only
the states, which holds past information, must be passed from
the previous time step to the current, which is efficient in the
regard of memory footprint.
A frame size of 32 ms with a 16 ms shift is used, which
results in a delay of 32 ms. All frames are multiplied with
a hann window, which results in a total system delay of
48 ms. Compared to real-time hearing-aid processing this delay
seems big, but the advantage in a broadcast context is, that
the video-stream can be delayed accordingly. The model is
trained at 16 kHz sampling frequency. This sampling rate was
chosen because no sufficient corpus at a higher sampling
rate was found. Practical advantages of using 16 kHz singlechannel data are reduced memory consumption and increased
throughput during training. Furthermore, a model trained on
16 kHz sampling rate can be easily applied to signals at higher
sampling rates using the high-frequency extension introduced
in subsection II-E. The magnitude of the STFT of size of
512 is used as input feature which results in an input size
of 257 individual FFT-bins. Because the model suggested
here is single-channel and the intended application typically
comprises stereo signals, each channel of a stereo signal is
processed separately for inference. This approach was again
chosen, because of the lack of sufficient natural stereo data for
training. The complete proposed system is shown in Fig. 1.
As cost function for training the scale invariant SNR (SISNR) introduced in [15], in the time domain was used. It is

defined as follows

hŝ,si

starget := ksk2
enoise := ŝ − starget ,


ks
k2
SI-SNR := 10 log10 ketarget
2 ,
noise k

(7)

where s and ŝ denote the true and estimated source time
signal, respectively. ksk2 denotes the signal power hs, si. The
SI-SNR is combined with utterance level permutation invariant
training, introduced in [14], to solve the permutation problem.
Using a cost function in the time domain has some advantages:
for one, the phase is considered in the optimization process
since the cost is calculated after the signal reconstruction. The
second advantage is that there is no need to define a target
mask as in [14]. Another important reason for choosing the SISNR is that it optimizes for separation quality. Cost functions
and approaches optimizing for speech quality like [33]–[35]
can not be applied to noise-signals without alterations, since
important spectral characteristic of speech signals are often
different from noise signals. Additionally quality-aware cost
function can create a slight colorization of the speech signal,
which can come from a preference of the loss function for
certain frequency bands.
In the current study, the Adam optimizer [36] is used. The
initial learning rate is 2e-4. The learning rate is halved when
the loss on the validation set does not decrease for three
consecutive epochs. Early stopping is applied when the loss
does not decrease for 10 epochs. To regularize the network,
25% of dropout was introduced between the LSTM layers.
The model was trained with a batch size of 16. Each sample
in the batch was 2 seconds long.
C. Training Data
The Music Speech and Noise (Musan) corpus [37] was
chosen as training data. This corpus contains a total of 60 h
of speech, 42 h of music and 6 h of noise at 16 kHz sampling
frequency. The speech data is split in 20 h of read speech from
Librivox and 40 h of US government hearings, committees
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and debates. All of the speech material is public domain. The
music data is divided in different styles ranging from western
art music to popular genres. All music is licensed under some
form of creative commons license. The types of the noise files
range from technical noises to ambient sounds. To prepare the
data for training the network, all music containing vocals were
removed from the corpus. This was done to avoid distortion
of the speech targets with vocals. All files were cut to chunks
of 4 seconds. The corpus was split into a training set (80%
of the data) and a during-training validation set (20% of the
total data).
The 4 second long training samples were mixed online
during training in the range of -5 to 5 dB SNR and cut into
2 second samples for mini-batch processing. The order of the
files was shuffled after each epoch. This approach introduced
a higher variance and prevented overfitting on the training
data. This particular training set was chosen since it combines
several advantages: First, it is publicly available and so results
can easily be reproduced. Second, it contains not just read
speech, but also additional conversational speech, which is
typical for broadcast signals. Third, it contains music in good
quality. Music is also often used as background for broadcast
signals and represents a challenging condition for extracting
speech signals. Alternative corpora such as the WHAM corpus
[38] contain noise recorded in public places, which can contain
music, but often not as prominent and clean as used in
broadcast context.
D. Baseline Configuration
As baseline, a setup based on the Flexible Audio Source
Separation Toolbox (FASST) was chosen [39]–[41]. FASST
is able to process both channels of a stereo signal at the
same time at the native sampling rate (48 kHz). It is based
on the assumption that the auditory scene is composed of
a number of sources, which can be factorized according to
an excitation-filter model using NMF. FASST first extracts
characteristic patterns of the noise from speech pauses of the
mixture. The estimates are based on an iterative Generalized
Expectation Maximization (GEM) process. To estimate speech
pauses without the requirement of oracle knowledge, we
extended the algorithm from the FASST toolbox by a voice
activity detection (VAD) component based on one LSTM layer
with 64 units and one neuron with sigmoid activation. The
VAD predicts 1 if speech is present and 0 otherwise, and
was trained on the same data set as the separation model;
the speech and non-speech labels were obtained using the
clean data in combination with a threshold-based algorithm
based on [42]. In the next step, characteristic patterns of
the speech are extracted with the help of the characteristic
patterns of the noise. Before applying FASST to the stimuli
of the present study, the number of sources, the number of
NMF components, and the number of iterations in the GEM
process were systematically varied and assessed using the
speech quality metric proposed in [43] and a set of 52 different
broadcast signals with dialog mixed in different backgrounds
(average duration about 10 s). The speech was assumed to be
placed in the center between both stereo channels, which is

often the case for broadcast signals. Similar to other quality
metrics, the metric of [43] is double-ended and compares
representations of the clean, undistorted signals with processed
signals after applying a model mimicking the peripheral stages
of the auditory system. This assessment suggested that optimal
source separation performance could be expected using 1
source for the target speech, 3 sources for the background,
6 NMF components each for speech and background, and 30
iterations. The settings were the fixed to produce the baseline
processing used in this study.
E. High-Frequency Extension and Remixing
Our LSTM net implementation operates at a sampling rate
of 16 kHz, whereas the FASST toolbox can operate at the
full bandwidth of broadcast signals (i.e., at a sampling rate of
48 kHz). To reduce the impact of the missing high-frequency
band above 8 kHz of the LSTM output on the evaluation
outcome, the high-frequency content was re-introduced by
copying the corresponding band from the original signal mix
to the remix of the LSTM-output signals. Before copying the
high-frequency band from the original spectrum, the original
signal was attenuated by 7 dB to roughly account for the
attenuation of the background sound due to the remix process
at a 10 dB higher SNR (see below). The amount of 7 dB was
determined empirically by inspecting the spectra and listening
to the processed signals with the extended spectra. For the
study data, this was performed in a offline fashion based
on the complete signal. However, the processing can also be
performed on an 48 kHz audio stream which is described in the
following: When applying an STFT to the same audio signal
at 16 kHz with nf f t16 frequency bins and at 48k Hz with
nf f t48 bins while keeping the frame length in ms constant,
the frequency spacing of the FFT bins is identical (31.25 Hz).
Hence, the first n bins of the 48 kHz signal, where n has the
value nf f t16 /2 + 1, contain the same information as the FFT
bins of the 16 kHz signal, only differing by a constant factor
which depends on the FFT length. With this assumption, the
first n bins of the 48 kHz STFT Y48k (t, [1, ..., n]) can be passed
to the model, from which it predicts two masks. These masks
are as well applied to the first n bins of the 48 kHz STFT
predicting a speech X̂speech and a noise X̂noise spectrum
which can be remixed on a frame basis:
X̂speech = Mspeech · Y48k (t, [1, ..., n])

(8)

X̂noise = Mnoise · Y48k (t, [1, ..., n])

(9)

X̂remix = X̂speech + α X̂noise

(10)

where Mspeech and Mnoise are the speech and the noise timefrequency mask, respectively. For a general speech enhancement model Mnoise can be also defined as 1 − Mspeech , but
in the current approach a dedicated noise mask is predicted.
α corresponds to the attenuation factor of the noise. X̂remix
is the remixed time-frequency representation. So the complete
48 kHz output spectrum can be reconstructed by concatenating
X̂remix with the high-frequency part Y48k (t, [n + 1, ...])
X̂48k (t, f ) = concat{X̂remix , λ Y48k (t, [n + 1, ...])}

(11)

where λ is the attenuation factor of the high-frequency region.
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III. E XPERIMENTAL P ROCEDURE
A. Stimuli
The described source separation methods were applied to
16 audio excerpts (average length about 10 s) taken from
German TV broadcast material. This number audio files was
chosen to keep the measurement time for the MUSHRA-like
setup [44] (multiple-stimulus test with hidden reference and
anchor) with multiple comparisons in a reasonable range. The
length of 10 s was chosen according to [44], which states
that the length of the signal should be approximately 10 s
for a MUSHRA measurement to avoid fatiguing of listeners
and maintaining robustness and stability of listener responses.
The material consisted of speech with background sounds
from four different classes: sports, speech (i.e., voice over
voice), music, and environmental sounds (e.g. traffic noise).
Four audio signals per background sound class were used.
For the excerpts employed here, speech and background were
available separately and, thus, their ratio could be varied
as desired. Accordingly, mixing ratios between speech and
background sounds were varied to cover a range of expected
listening effort from moderate to high, i.e., to cover the
conditions for which complaints can be reasonably expected in
practice. The 16 audio items were processed by the two source
separation methods (LSTM, FASST). Each source separation
method produced two audio streams: the estimated separated
speech and the estimated separated background sound. The
latter was attenuated by 10 dB before remixing with the
speech stream. This remix constituted the test signal. The
original, unprocessed mix was taken as another test signal
(representing a reference without separation artefacts but also
without enhanced SNR). Since a multiple-stimulus test with
hidden reference and anchor was used as test procedure (see
III.2), a reference and an anchor stimulus were additionally
required. The reference signal was built by mixing the original,
perfectly separated audio streams at a 10 dB higher SNR than
the original mix. The anchor signal was generated by lowpass
(LP) filtering the original signal with a cutoff frequency of
3.5 kHz according to [44]. This standard anchor condition aims
to produce the lowest perceived quality of all conditions and
thereby to span the range of the rating scale usage.
B. Subjective Evaluation
Twenty naı̈ve subjects (ten female / ten male), all native
German speakers with normal hearing, participated in the
listening test. Their ages ranged from 22 to 42 years (median
26 years). Subjects were mostly students recruited from the
University of Oldenburg and paid on an hourly basis. They
gave informed consent, and all procedures were approved by
the ethics committee of the University of Oldenburg (Protocol
Drs.EK/2019/073).
A MUSHRA-like test was carried out to rate different
perceptual attributes, i.e., the perceived speech quality, overall
quality and listening effort of the test stimuli. For the speech
quality and overall quality rating, the standard rating scale
described in [44] was used. It ranges from 0 to 100 and
has additional verbal rating categories “schlecht” (“bad”),
“mäßig” (“poor”), “ordentlich” (“fair”), “gut” (“good”) and

TABLE I
S UBJECTIVE RATINGS WITHOUT AND WITH H IGH -F REQUENCY
EXTENSION (HF) (SQ = SPEECH QUALITY, OQ = OVERALL QUALITY, LE
= LISTENING EFFORT, IQR = INTERQUARTILE RANGE ).

without HF
with HF

SQ

OQ

LE

median IQR

median IQR

median IQR

36
50

37
50

7
6

25
28

32
27

4
4

“ausgezeichnet” (“excellent”). For the listening effort rating,
the scale proposed by Schulte et al. [45] was used. It comprises 13 steps with 7 verbal categories: “extrem anstrengend”
(“extreme effort“), “sehr anstrengend” (“very high effort”),
“deutlich anstrengend” (“considerable effort”), “mittelgradig
anstrengend” (“moderate effort”), “wenig anstrengend” (“little effort”), “sehr wenig anstrengend” (“very low effort”),
“mühelos” (“no effort”). Subjects could choose one of the
verbal categories or make an intermediate selection between
categories.
The subjects were seated in a sound-attenuating booth. They
heard the acoustic stimuli over headphones and rated the
stimuli using a software with graphical user interface showing
the rating scale on a touch screen. They could also use the
mouse to enter their ratings.
The stimuli were played back from a Windows PC with
external sound card (RME Fireface UC), connected to a
headphone amplifier (Tucker Davis TD7) and presented to the
subjects via headphones (Sennheiser HD 650).
IV. R ESULTS
A. Evaluation of the High-frequency Extension
The perceived effect of the high-frequency extension of
the remixed 16kHz-signals was evaluated in a separate experiment. Here, speech quality, overall quality and listening
effort of remixed signals with and without high-frequency
extensions were subjectively compared and rated following
the same method as used in the main listening experiment.
Median ratings and interquartile ranges (IQRs) are reported in
Table I. The ratings show that the frequency extension had a
clear positive effect on all three rated dimensions. Hence, all
LSTM ratings reported in the following refer to the frequencyextended LSTM stimuli.
B. Speech Quality
The results of the main listening experiments are shown
as boxplots in Fig. 2 for the rating categories speech quality,
overall quality and listening effort, respectively. Top panels
show data pooled across all background categories, while
bottom panels show data separately for each category.
The left panels show the speech quality ratings for the
five processing conditions. The whole range of the rating
scale was used by the subjects as indicated by the whiskers
of the boxplots. The median rating of the lowpass anchor
stimulus is 13, whereas the median rating of the (hidden)
reference stimulus is 100, indicating that these stimuli fulfilled
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Fig. 2. Boxplots of subjective ratings pooled over subjects of speech quality (left panels, higher is better), overall quality (mid panels, higher is better), and
listening effort (right panels, lower is better). The top row shows data pooled across all background categories, while bottom panels show data separately for
each category of ambient sounds.

their purpose as low- and high-quality comparison stimuli
and that subjects correctly identified the hidden reference and
rated it with 100 as instructed in the MUSHRA paradigm.
Concerning the three remaining processing conditions, the
original (i.e. unprocessed) signal got the highest ratings, which
was expected, since the speech was not distorted by any processing. In theory, it should have gotten the maximum ratings
score, since the speech in the original mix was as undistorted
as the speech in the reference mix and the subjects were
instructed just to concentrate on the speech while ignoring
the background sounds. However, the higher levels of the
background sounds of the original signals compared to the
reference condition seemed to make it hard for the subjects to
distinguish between additional background sound and speech
distortions. The signals processed by the FASST and LSTM
source separation algorithms contained some processing artefacts, i.e., the speech was somewhat distorted. Consequently,
the median speech quality ratings obtained for these conditions
were significantly lower than the median rating score of the
original signals, with LSTM rated better than the FASST algorithm. However, both algorithms and the original condition got
median ratings corresponding to the quality category interval
“good”. Here and in the following, statistical significance was
tested by Wilcoxon rank sum tests at an alpha level of 0.05 and
Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons. The p-values
from the comparisons as well as the corresponding results for
overall quality and listening effort (as described in the next
subsections) are presented in Table II. With regard to different
classes of background sounds, the same rankings of speech

TABLE II
P - VALUES OF PAIR - WISE RANK SUM TESTS FOR EQUAL MEDIANS . VALUES
BELOW THE CORRECTED SIGNIFICANCE LEVEL ( P = 0.05/3) ARE MARKED
WITH AN ASTERISK .

Original
LSTM

Original
LSTM

Original
LSTM

(A) speech quality
LSTM

FASST

0.6487
-

0.0371
0.1482

(B) overall quality
LSTM

FASST

0.0001*
-

0.8820
0.0001*

(C) listening effort
LSTM

FASST

< 0.0001*
-

0.1218
0.0033*

quality ratings as for all signals pooled were obtained for
the different background sound classes, except for the music
category. Here, no significant differences between the median
ratings of the original and the FASST and LSTM conditions
were observed (see Fig. 2).
C. Overall Quality
When rating the overall quality of the test signals, the
subjects were instructed to listen to both the speech and the
background noise and to assess not only the quality/naturalness
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of these two components, but also to take the ratio of the
speech and background loudness into account. The higher this
ratio, i.e., the softer the background noise, the higher rating
score had to be given. The top mid panel of Fig. 2 shows the
obtained rating results pooled across all 16 signals.
As in the results of speech quality rating, the whole rating
scale was used by the subjects. A different quality ranking
was obtained for the processing conditions original, FASST
and LSTM compared to the speech quality rating experiment:
LSTM got the highest ratings, followed by the original and
FASST. All differences between the processing conditions
were statistically significant (Table II).
The overall quality rankings were different when considering the different categories of background sounds (bottom
mid panels of Fig. 2): LSTM was superior to FASST and
original for all types of background sounds except for speech,
where the original condition got the highest ratings (not
significantly higher than LSTM, though). For environmental
background sounds, FASST and original were rated equally
and for music, FASST got even (insignificantly) higher ratings
than the original condition. Moreover, FASST’s ratings were
not significantly lower than LSTM’s ratings in this category
(Table II).
D. Listening Effort
The results obtained from the listening effort rating experiment (right panels of Fig. 2) showed a clear ranking with
respect to the processing conditions. The reference condition
did not get the lowest possible listening effort ratings (i.e.,
a rating of 1) and showed much more variance compared
to ratings of speech quality and overall quality. This was
because, in this experiment, the reference condition was not
given explicitly for orientation, but only hidden. The reason
for not priming the subjects that the reference signal was to be
labeled with “no effort” was that listening effort is essentially
a subjective assessment without a clearly defined “best” signal.
In other words, even when the reference signals contained
background sounds at a rather low level, following the speech
clearly might still have required some effort and it was up to
the subjects to assess their own perceived effort in this task.
Still, reference and anchor (lowpass) condition spanned the
range of the rating scale quite well.
Apart from the reference condition, the LSTM processing
obtained the lowest listening effort ratings, and these ratings
were significantly lower (by two scale units when considering
median ratings for the whole set of stimuli) than the FASST
and the original conditions, which got about the same ratings
(Table II).
The effect of the type of background sound on the rankings
of the processing conditions can be seen in the bottom right
panels of Fig. 2. Similar to the rankings of the overall quality
ratings, we observed different rankings for sports and speech
backgrounds on the one hand, and for music and environmental
sounds on the other hand. The FASST processing condition
got the second highest listening effort ratings, i.e., higher than
the original condition, for the former two background sounds,
and the middle rank (i.e. lower than the original condition)

for the latter two background sounds. The LSTM processing
condition got the second lowest median ratings (i.e. lower than
the original condition) for all background sounds but speech,
where it got the same median rating as the original condition.
V. D ISCUSSION
The focus of this study was to systematically evaluate
source separation technologies combined with remixing with
respect to their potential to reduce the problems of high
listening effort in broadcasting applications. To this end, we
conducted formal listening tests and, specifically, we employed
categorical listening effort rating. This method had previously
been used in different contexts, e.g., to evaluate the benefit of
hearing aid algorithms [46], noise reduction [47], and near-end
listening enhancement [48] as well as to quantify the detrimental effects of being distracted by a competing talker [49].
To our knowledge, this evaluation method has not been used
in the context of source separation for broadcast applications
before. The present data indicate that the method is suitable
for the intended purpose. In particular, significant differences
between the evaluated source separation approaches as well
as between different types of background signals could be
identified. This suggests that listening effort rating is a useful
tool for evaluating source separation technologies, which are
often assessed by only considering the separated signals rather
than the remixed signals. However, evaluating the remixed
signals may only be useful for applications in which it is not
desirable to fully suppress the non-speech components.
In all aspects, the proposed LSTM approach outperforms
the FASST baseline. This result is not surprising, because
the FASST method as used in this paper can only employ
information of the current sample for separation. The quality
of separation strongly depends on a good estimation of the
ambient signal from the speech pauses. The LSTM network
on the other hand was specifically trained on the task with
multiple hours of speech and background material and various
combinations. In this light, FASST works surprisingly well
in some conditions. It should also be mentioned that FASST
is not real-time capable, i.e., it is not applicable for onlineprocessing of TV broadcasting signals like the LSTM.
When looking at the subjective evaluation of speech quality,
it could be observed that speech quality ratings of the samples
processed by the LSTM were lower for the conditions sports,
speech and environment compared to the original mix. Presumably, the separation with TF-masking introduced audible
artifacts, which notably reduced the subjective speech quality.
However, these effects seemed to be outweighed by the benefit
of remixing the signals at a better SNR, i.e., the signals from
the LSTM approach showed a clear benefit in terms of overall
quality (and also listening effort) compared to the original mix.
This means that even despite the separation artifacts the SNR
improvement of the remix was more prominent for the overall
quality improvement and for the reduction of listening effort.
A further quality improvement could possibly be reached
by a more advanced network architecture. The idea in this
paper was to show the proof of concept with an easy and
straightforward architecture that is capable of real-time processing. For the speech condition, FASST as well as the LSTM
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approach were not able to improve the mixture. The main
reason for this result when using the LSTM is probably that
the network was trained to separate speech from non-speech
components. In a voice-over-voice condition, another voice is
the background, but the LSTM network does not classify the
competing background voice (which might also be prominent)
as ambient sound. Because of the poor separation performance
in such conditions, a remix with 10 dB improvement does not
show any improvement in terms of overall quality and listening
effort. Similarly, the FASST approach attempts to estimate the
background signal from the speech pauses, but for voice-overvoice conditions, there is no valid information in the speech
pauses. Consequently, FASST is not able to create a valid noise
model for separation. To solve this problem in the future for
the LSTM approach, an additional speaker separation network
could be integrated with same architecture and training setup.
This should, however, require additional training data in which
this condition is covered, and should be investigated in the
future.
Extensions of the present study could also be made with
respect to evaluation methods. While the employed categorical
scaling could be integrated well into the other, MUSHRA-like
assessment methods in this study, it requires an explicit action
of the listeners and, in a way, interrupts their active listening.
This is not an issue if short stimuli are assessed after playback,
but it may not be the best method when evaluating listening
effort over longer listening periods such as an entire movie.
Such a long-term, passive monitoring of listening effort and
the potential benefit of source separation for broadcast signals
could possibly be made using neurophysiological markers of
cognitive load, e.g., electroencephalography (EEG) [50], pupil
dilatation [51], functional near-field infrared spectroscopy
(fNIRS) [52], or other physiological indices [53], [54].
For the evaluation of speech processing algorithms, objective measures such as Perceptual Evaluation of Speech Quality
(PESQ) [55] and short-time objective intelligibility measure
(STOI) [56] could also be used. However, our main focus
was on a remixing scheme, and objective measures are built
for evaluating speech enhancement algorithms which try to
reduce or remove noise and require a clean speech signal
as reference. Therefore, subjective testing remains the gold
standard in this context, which is the reason we focused on
subjective measurements in this study.
Since the architecture used for the separation module of the
system is very generic, more powerful architectures could be
investigated such as the Deep Complex Convolution Recurrent
Network [57] which combines complex time-frequency masking and a convolutional encoder and decoder with a recurrent
bottleneck in a powerful way. Trade-offs with respect to model
size and performance of such a recurrent U-Net were already
analyzed in [58]. Further, another flavor of RNN cells such as
the equilibriated recurrent cell [59] could be considered, which
reduces the number of parameters efficiently but matches the
performance of conventional LSTM cells. Finally, a possible
working direction is the reduction of computational complexity
through pruning and quantization as suggested in [25].

VI. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we performed a subjective evaluation of
TV broadcast signals with 20 normal-hearing listeners and
explored the effect of two source separation algorithms on
the perceived overall and speech quality, and the listening
effort. While the NMF algorithm chosen for this study did not
lower the listening effort, an LSTM network with a straightforward architecture maintained the perceived speech quality,
improved the overall quality, and reduced the listening effort
of TV broadcast material by remixing the separated sources
with an improved SNR. The approach in this paper is able
to reduce the listening effort by 2 points on the 13 point
listening effort scale and works for common background sound
conditions as music, sport and environment. For voice-overvoice conditions, the method does not improve the listening
effort, but this condition was not a target in the training
process. In the future, the approach could be improved by
more advanced network architectures and more training data.
Another possible improvement would be to train the network
directly on the native sampling rate to eliminate the need for
a manual high-frequency extension as employed here, which
would require training data with a relatively high bandwidth.
A further extension could be to adapt the SNR improvement of
the remix to the current audio sample rather than to use a fixed
SNR improvement. This could be achieved by combining the
present approach with non-intrusive (real-time) estimations of
speech intelligibility or listening effort (e.g. [48]).
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